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We’ve come a long way on the
path of development. Time has
been testing us since ages
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s described in Upnishads and
Purans, we were one of the most
developed societies and the same
has now been confirmed by archeological findings of 2011, about 70 Kms away
from the sea shore of present day Dwarka
in Gujrat, about 11 Kms deeper in the sea at
the Guld of Khambhat, as reported by History Channel documentary available on YouTube @ the following link https://youtu.be/
SF9MZsyq5o8 published on 2nd December
2012. The remains found in there are carbon
dated to be 32,000 years old. Possibly the age
old developed civilization couldn’t stand the
test of time and got abolished with the time
and the cycle started again.
Next we could find the remain of Harrappa, Mohenjo Daro and Dhola Vira, which
was yet another developed civilization with
proper cities established with a complete
town & country planning of irrigation, sanitation, drinking water, escape routes, roads etc.
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for the whole city, which were Carbon dated
to be about 5,000 years old, which existed
in 2600-1900 BC.
Prithvi N. Chaudhuri captures the impressive images Dholavira and the adventurous
Footage of India's Wild West; the Runn of
Kutch in the documentary scripted; directed
and narrated by Abhishek, and published
on YouTube on 11th March 2014, available of the following link https://youtu.be/
ZZsm3hROg08 .But again in this case, we
could see only the remains. After that level
of development, probably the cycle restarted
again.
And the present day, probably the third
known cycle of time is going to be on the peak
in some 50-60 years from now. Development
is happening. Happening at a pace. Somewhere government is instrumental, somewhere Government is incidental, somewhere
with the people, somewhere in spite of people,
but development is happening.
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